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Agenda
• Introduction
• Data Privacy Practices
– Practising staff work-from-home arrangements
– Enforcing vaccine pass requirements
– Implementing surveillance measures at service venues
– Collecting HKID card information from stakeholders

• Q&A
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1. Work From Home
Arrangements

Key Questions for WFH Arrangements
Can NGO staff members carry materials (hard copies or electronic data
through laptops etc.) containing personal data back to their home? If this is
not prohibited, what can staff members do to better protect those data?

What are the other typical ways people do that compromise security of
personal data? How to avoid compromising such security?

Should NGOs formulate internal policies and provide training to staff
members?
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General principles under PDPO
• PDPO = Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance (Cap. 486)
– "Personal Data" means any data (a) relating to a living individual, (b) from which it is
practicable to identify that individual, and (c) in a form in which access to or processing
of the data is practicable.
– “Data User" is a person who, either alone or jointly with other persons, controls the
collection, holding, processing or use of personal data.

• Six data protection principles (“DPPs”) in PDPO
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General principles under PDPO
• DPP 1 (purpose and manner of collection)
– Personal data shall only be collected for a lawful purpose directly related to a
function or activity of the data user.
– The data collected should be necessary and adequate but not excessive for such
purpose.
– The means of collection should be lawful and fair.
– The data subject is informed of the purpose of use of the data and classes of persons
to whom the data may be transferred.
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General principles under PDPO
• DPP 2 (accuracy and duration of retention of personal data)
– All practicable steps shall be taken to ensure that:
– personal data is accurate having regard to the purpose for which the data is to be
used.
– personal data is not kept longer than is necessary for the fulfillment of the
purpose for which the data is to be used.
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General principles under PDPO
• DPP 3 (use of personal data)
– Personal data shall not be used for a new purpose without consent of the data subject.
– If the data subject is a minor and is incapable of understanding the new purpose, a
person who has parental responsibility for the minor may give consent for using his/her
personal data for a new purpose; the use of such data for new purpose should be
clearly in the interest of the data subject.
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General principles under PDPO
• DPP 4 (security of personal data)
– All practicable steps shall be taken to ensure that any personal data held by a data
user is protected against unauthorized or accidental access, processing, erasure,
loss or use having particular regard to –
– the kind of data and the harm that could result if any of those things should occur;
– the physical location where the data is stored;
– any security measures incorporated (whether by automated means or otherwise) into
any equipment in which the data is stored;
– any measures taken for ensuring the integrity, prudence and competence of persons
having access to the data; and
– any measures taken for ensuring the secure transmission of the data
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General principles under PDPO
• DPP 5 (information to be generally available)
– All practicable steps shall be taken to ensure that a person can –
– ascertain a data user’s policies and practices in relation to personal data;
– be informed of the kind of personal data held by a data user; and
– be informed of the main purposes for which personal data held by a data user is
or is to be used.
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General principles under PDPO
• DPP 6 (access to personal data)
– A data subject shall be entitled to:
– ascertain whether a data user holds personal data of which he is the data subject;
– request access to personal data (i) within a reasonable time; (ii) at a fee (if any) that
is not excessive; (iii) in a reasonable manner; and (iv) in a form that is intelligible;
– request correction of personal data;
– be given reasons if such request for access/correction is refused; and
– object to the above refusal.
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General principles under PDPO
• General principle:
– Regardless of whether one works in the office or works from home, the same standard
should apply to the security of personal data and the protection of personal data
privacy.
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WFH Arrangements
Can NGO staff members carry
materials (hard copies or electronic
data through laptops etc.) containing
personal data back to their home?
• As far as practicable, NGO staff
members should not carry materials out
of office premises, in particular for those
documents containing personal data or
restricted information.
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WFH Arrangements
What if it is necessary to bring such materials home? What can staff members do
to better protect those data?
• If it is necessary for employees to bring paper documents home for work, consider taking the following
steps:
– Seek approval from supervisors;
– Redact or remove personal data before leaving office, where practicable;
– Keep a register of paper documents that have been taken home;
– Take extra care of the paper documents when travelling;
– Lock paper documents in a secure cabinet or drawer at home to prevent unauthorised access;
– Return the paper documents to offices ASAP when they are no longer necessary; and
– No disposal at home – should be shredded in accordance with established procedures in the office.
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WFH Arrangements
What are the other typical ways people do that
compromise security of personal data? How to avoid
compromising such security?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remote access to corporate network using personal devices
Work in public places
Use of unsecured network in accessing corporate network
Use personal email accounts or instant messaging applications
to send and receive companies' data
5. Use of video conferencing
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Issue 1: Remote access to corporate network using
personal devices
• Recommended practice for Organisations:
– Provide employees with corporate electronic devices
– Pre-vet and authorize employees’ personal devices
– Take technical steps to ensure data and device security

• Recommended practice for Employees:
– Use only corporate electronic devices for work
– Take technical steps to ensure data and device security
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Issue 2: Work in public places
• Recommended practice for Employees:
– Avoid working in public places to prevent accidental disclosure of personal data
– Use screen filters to protect information displayed
– Do not use public Wi-Fi
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Issue 3: Use of unsecured network in accessing
corporate network
• Recommended practice for Organisations:
– Consider using VPN to connect to corporate network
– Grant access rights to employees on a need-to-access basis
– Enable account lockout function to prevent login by a user after multiple failed login
attempts
– Review logs of remote access to identify any suspicious activities

• Recommended practice for Employees:
– Opt for wired connection where possible
– Take technical steps to enhance security of connection if Wi-Fi is used
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Issue 4: Use personal email accounts / instant messaging
applications to send and receive companies’ data
• Recommended practice for Employees:
– Avoid using personal email accounts or instant messaging applications for work
– Use only corporate email accounts for sending and receiving work-related docs and info
– Double check recipient names before sending emails and instant messages
– Beware of phishing and malicious emails and do not open suspicious links or
attachments
– Verify genuineness of suspicious emails and messages with the senders by other
channels
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Issue 5: Use of video conferencing
• Recommended practice for Organisations:
₋ Select appropriate video conferencing software
₋ Take IT security measures when using video conferencing software
₋ If being a host, consider taking the following steps:
– Set up a unique meeting ID and a strong and unique password for conference
– Provide the meeting ID and the passwords to the intended participants only
– Arrange one more “host” to deal with administrative, technical and other contingent issues during
conference
– Set up a virtual waiting room and validate participants’ identities before joining conference
– “Lock" the meeting when all participants have been admitted
– Only allow those participants who need to make presentations to share their screens or documents
– Inform all participants and obtain their consents before recording the conference; prohibit participants
from recording the conference
– Store the records of the conference securely and delete the records when they are no longer necessary
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Issue 5: Use of video conferencing
• Recommended practice for Participants:
– Use virtual backgrounds if necessary
– Turn off microphones (and/or cameras) when not speaking
– Avoid discussing personal or sensitive information as far as practicable
– Close unnecessary documents and windows before sharing screen
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WFH Arrangements
Should NGOs formulate internal policies and provide
training to staff members?
•

Develop comprehensive privacy management programme to
employees

•

Develop information security guidelines and policies
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WFH Arrangements
• Sample of privacy management programme manual for NGOs:
https://www.pilnet.org/resource/privacy-management-programme-manual/
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WFH Arrangements
• Provide training to staff members
• Possible topics / areas:
– Privacy regulations and WFH arrangements
– Data security techniques and awareness
– Awareness about cybersecurity threats and trends
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2. Vaccine Pass
Requirements

Vaccine Pass Requirements
• Should NGOs require visitors to scan “Leave
Home Safe”, check Vaccination and Testing
Record, and check temperature before their
entry?
• Are these records considered “personal data”
under the PDPO? If so, will the NGOs be
considered to be collecting / processing /
storing “personal data”?
• Is there anything NGOs should be mindful of
for the purpose of compliance with the PDPO?
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
Should NGOs require visitors to scan “Leave Home Safe” and Electronic
Vaccination and Testing Record, and check temperature before their
entry?
• Prevention and Control of Disease (Requirements and Directions) (Business and
Premises) Regulation (Cap. 599F)
• Subject to certain exceptions, for all Scheduled Premises, visitors are required
to
i.

scan the “Leave Home Safe” venue QR code;

ii.

conduct body temperature screening; and

iii. comply with the requirements applicable to persons entering or remaining on the
relevant premises in the Vaccine Pass Direction (*updated from time to time)
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
• Examples of Scheduled Premises
– Event Premises
– Premises that are maintained or intended to be maintained for hire for holding social
gatherings (e.g., party rooms)
– Club-house
– Sports premises
– Religious premises
– Market
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
• Event premises:
– Premises that (a) are not private premises or a place of public entertainment;
and (b) are for the time being used for holding a specified event
– “Specified event” means an event that the organizer adopts access control measures;
with the attendees being the organizer, person who provides services, and person with
invitation/prior acceptance/permit, or as representative of a body or organisation
specifically invited
– Examples of “specified event”: meeting, forum, symposium, exhibition, ceremonial event
and celebratory event
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
• Who is currently not required to use the “Leave Home Safe” mobile application?
– persons aged 65 or above or aged 15 or below
– persons with disability
– other persons recognized by the Government or organisation(s) authorized by the
Government as eligible for the above arrangement
• If a person belonging to the above 3 categories is unable to use the “Leave Home Safe”
mobile application, he/she should use a specified form to register his/her visit records, the
premises operator must keep the written or electronic records for 31 days.
• For those aged 15 or below who is unable to use the app, if the adult accompanying
him/her has used the app to scan the venue QR code or used a specified form to register
relevant information, he/she would not have to register his/her information using any
specified form.
• See next slide for a sample of “specified form”.
30
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• Specified Form:
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
• Vaccine Pass Direction issued under the Prevention and Control of Disease
(Vaccine Pass) Regulation (Cap. 599L)
– Subject to certain limited exceptions, a person shall not enter or remain on any
Specified Premises unless the person has been vaccinated in the specified manner for
the purposes of a Vaccine Pass Direction
– The Specified Premises and Scheduled Premises are similar, both including Event
premises

• Certain types of Specified Premises require the person in charge’s active
checking of the vaccine pass of visitors
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
• Liability for non-compliance
– Persons in charge: A maximum fine of $50,000 and imprisonment for 6 months
– Visitors: A maximum fine of $10,000
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
Are these records considered “personal data” under the
PDPO? Will the NGOs be considered to be collecting /
processing / storing “personal data”?
General Principle:
A visitor’s name, address, contact details, health conditions are all
personal data. Body temperature data and location data per se are not
regarded as “personal data”. However, they may be viewed together
with other personal data such as the name, facial image and contact
details, which may directly or indirectly identify an individual.

The PCPD has opined that the “Leave Home Safe” App and
Vaccine Pass are in compliance with the requirements of the
PDPO.
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
• Rationale:
– When a visitor scans the venue’s Leave Home Safe QR code, no personal data would be
displayed
– The app will not use the GPS function or other data in the mobile phone and
therefore users’ whereabouts will not be disclosed to others.
– Visit records originating from the visitors’ vaccination records and containing personal data,
would be masked and hashed, resulting in the production of unidentifiable data stored in
the mobile device of the venue operators.
– The visit records would be encrypted, making them inaccessible to the venue operators.
– The visit records would only be temporarily saved for 31 days for anti-epidemic
purposes, after which the date would be deleted automatically.
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
• Rationale:
– Users will have complete control over the vaccination and testing records kept in the
app, and may choose to show the information or not to any third parties, and can
remove the records from the app at any time.
– The app will not upload the records to any computer systems including the government
system.
– Only in the event of confirmed patient having visited the premises that the health
authorities would request the visit records be uploaded to the government’s private
cloud. The records would then be retrieved and further processed via encrypted
channels by authorised personnel for epidemiological investigation, including contact
tracing, thus effectively mitigating data security risks.
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
Is there anything NGOs should be mindful of for the purpose of
compliance with the PDPO?
• Mindful of the 6 data protection principles:
– DPP 1 (purpose and manner of collection of personal data)
– DPP 2 (accuracy and duration of retention of personal data)
– DPP 3 (use of personal data)
– DPP 4 (security of personal data)
– DPP 5 (information to be generally available)
– DPP 6 (access to personal data)
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
• Exemptions to the application of DPPs in the anti-pandemic context
– If the use of the data is required or authorized by any enactment, rule of law or an
order of a court in Hong Kong, DPP3 can be exempted
– For example, in suitable cases, an organizer of event may be required to provide
personal information of certain visitor without obtaining prior consent from the visitor in
relation to the disclosure.
– Cap. 599L provides an authorized officer with the power to require any person to
provide any information to facilitate him discharging his function in suitable cases
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
• Ensure that the sole purpose for using the personal data of the data subject is to
help protect the public health
• The privacy of the data subject should be respected at the same time
• The data user is advised to seek assistance from the relevant medical staff or
the Food and Health Department to ensure that the use of the personal data
does not exceed the permissible scope
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Vaccine Pass Requirements
In an employment context under Covid-19
• It is generally justifiable and reasonable for employers to collect temperature
measurements, travel histories, vaccination records, COVID-19 test results,
infection records from the employees
• Employer’s responsibility to assess the risk of transmission of the coronavirus in
the workplace and safeguard the health of employees and visitors
• Employers should only collect health data that is necessary for or directly related
to the purpose of prevention or control of COVID-19 in the workplace
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3. Surveillance
Measures

Surveillance Measures
• Can NGOs install surveillance cameras around their
premises? Any practical tips to ensure compliance with
the PDPO?
• Can NGOs watch / replay the recorded videos for the
purpose of e.g., improving quality of work / evaluation of
employees / detection of malpractices etc.? What are
the limitations / boundaries the NGOs should watch out
for?
• Are NGOs obliged to provide those video records to
criminal enforcement agencies upon request for their
investigation of crime? What are the general Do’s and
Don’ts for the NGOs?
• Any special points to note regarding children’s personal
data?
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Surveillance Measures
Can NGOs install surveillance cameras around their premises? Any
practical tips to ensure compliance with the PDPO?
• No legal prohibition
• Tip: ensure compliance with data protection principles
• Tip: consider purpose of collection, method of collection (any alternative
methods) and use of the data collected
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Surveillance Measures
Recommended best practices – the “3A” guidance
•
•
•

Assessment of risks
Alternatives to address such risks
Accountability of the data user
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Surveillance Measures
Assessment of the risks
– what is the purpose of the monitoring?
– what are the risks that the monitoring intends to manage/mitigate?
– what are the benefits of the monitoring?
– assess the existence and extent of these risks in a realistic manner
– assess the likely adverse impact on the employees
– consult the employees and document the views expressed and the evaluation process
– the surveillance measures should be necessary to meet its business purposes/the risks
identified, the personal data collected are kept to a minimum necessary and the
surveillance measure is carried out by the least intrusive manner.
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Surveillance Measures
Alternatives to address such risks
– are there other pragmatic alternatives?
– is the surveillance confined to high-risk areas?
– surveillance during certain periods of time vs universal and perpetual basis?
– conduct the surveillance in an overt manner
– covert monitoring should not be adopted unless it is justified by special circumstances
(e.g. involving reasonable suspicion of unlawful activity, detection of the unlawful
activity and successful gathering of evidence)
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Surveillance Measures
Accountability of the data user

Appraisal checks
– “Data User” includes employees in charge of handling personal data in the course of
conducting employee monitoring

Written privacy policy
– notify your employees before monitoring is introduced
– review the policy regularly to ensure it is up-to-date and remains relevant to
organisational needs
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Surveillance Measures
Accountability of the data user

Retention period
– Duration?
– Routine erasure based on a predetermined schedule
– Cater for different retention period based on needs

Engagement of third party data processors
– ensure compliance with the PDPO by contract
– Tip: include right to conduct routine inspection, set out minimum security measures
and standards to be adopted by data processor, abnormalities reporting requirements,
measures in the event of data security issues or leakage
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Surveillance Measures
PDPO implications
– The employee monitoring practices may be subject to investigation by the Privacy
Commissioner in an alleged breach of the PDPO
– Be ready to explain and demonstrate that:
1. the monitoring is only carried out to the extent necessary
2. the personal data collected was kept to an absolute minimum and by means that are
fair in the circumstances
3. the written privacy policy has been implemented and practical steps have been
taken to communicate that policy to the employees/data subjects
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Surveillance Measures
• If the CCTV monitoring is in operation in locations accessible to the general
public, an appropriate signage should be prominently displayed in the proximity
of the CCTV cameras
– E.g. “This area is under video monitoring for the purposes of ensuring your security and
safety when visiting our premises.”

• Consider and conduct the “3A” test
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Surveillance Measures
Can NGOs watch or replay the recorded videos for the purpose of e.g.,
improving quality of work / evaluation of employees / detection of
malpractices etc.? What are the limitations and boundaries the NGOs
should watch out for?
• Use the data collected for purposes stated in the written privacy policy
• Practical tips:
– Implement security and access control measures to safeguard against unauthorized and
accidental access or wrongful use
– Control access by authorized personnel only
– Videos to be kept generally for not more than 6 months
– redact / anonymize the features that would identify a particular employee if the records
are used for training purposes
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Surveillance Measures
Are NGOs obliged to provide those video records to criminal enforcement
agencies upon request for their investigation of crime? What are the
general Do’s and Don’ts for the NGOs?
• General duty to cooperate and assist
• Ensure privacy policy includes provision of personal data to law enforcement
agencies
• Exemption under section 58 of the PDPO to seek information for prevention and
detection of crime
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Surveillance Measures
When law enforcement agencies seek cooperation and information, consider taking
the following steps:
– Review the scope of the request under the warrant / letter of request together with the
CCTV footage
– Analyse the matter objectively; make an informed decision whether and what
information to disclose; keep proper records of the decision-making process
– Seek clarification if the request or subject of investigation is unclear or too broad
– Disclosure on a need-to-know basis and only information that is directly relevant to the
investigation
– Seek legal advice as appropriate
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Surveillance Measures
Any special points to note regarding children’s personal data?
• Children
– Vulnerable group who have special requirements in privacy protection
– More inclined to follow instructions without questioning
– Less privacy-aware
– Less able to exercise caution

• General Principle: Limit the collection of personal data of children
– Involve parents, legal guardian when an organisation intends to collect children’s
personal data
– Consent of, notification should be obtained from a person who has parental
responsibility for the minor
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4. Collection of HKID
Card Information

Key Questions on the Collection of HKID Card
Information
When is it permissible to collect HKID Card number?

When is it permissible to collect HKID Card copy?

Tips to facilitate compliance with PDPO?
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General principles under PDPO
• DPP 1 (purpose and manner of collection)
• The Code of Practice on the Identity Card Number and Other Personal Identifiers
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Basic Position
• No right to compel an individual to provide a HKID Card number / copy
of HKID Card unless authorised by law
• Wherever practicable, consider less privacy-intrusive alternatives
– Use other personal identifiers (e.g., employee number)
– Accept identification of the individual by someone known to the data user
– Accept some form of security (e.g., money deposit)
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When is it permissible to collect HKID Card number?
• Some examples:
– Empower under the law to require an individual to provide HKID Card number
– Comply with a requirement under the law
– For certain public or social interests
– For identifying individual where he/she enters premises or is given the use of equipment, where
monitoring of the activities of such individual is not reasonably practicable
– As a condition for giving an individual control or custody of property which is of a value that is more
than trivial
– Generally, collection of a HKID Card number of a member by an organisation may be justified to
enable the organisation to check membership (but not collecting HKID card copy for this purpose)
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When is it permissible to collect copies of HKID Card?
• Some examples:
– For certain public or social interests
– As proof of compliance with any statutory requirement
– Comply with a requirement endorsed by the Privacy Commissioner and is contained in the codes,
rules, regulations or guidelines of a regulatory or professional body
– Collect HKID Card copy for the purpose of collecting or checking the HKID Card number of an
individual but only if the individual has been given the choice of showing his HKID Card in person
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When is it permissible to collect copies of HKID Card?
• Specific circumstances NOT sufficient to justify the collection of a HKID Card
copy:
– solely to safeguard against mistakes in recording the holder’s name or HKID Card
number
– solely in anticipation of a possible relationship between an individual and the
organisation
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Tips to facilitate compliance with PDPO
• DPP 2 (accuracy and duration of retention of personal data)
• Consider taking one or more of the following steps to ensure accuracy:
– Collect directly from the HKID Card physically produced
– If provided without showing HKID Card (e.g., by post / phone), check against physical
production of HKID Card in person before using the number for any purpose
– If given the option to provide a copy of the HKID Card or to present the HKID Card in
person, and he/she has chosen the former, the data user may be permitted to collect
the HKID Card number from such a copy
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Tips to facilitate compliance with PDPO
• How about HKID Card copy (assuming allowed to collect)?
– Always check against the HKID Card
– Ensure third party has checked the copy against the HKID Card concerned when the
copy is collected from a third party
– NGO may also consider taking the following steps:
– Give training to staff to enable them to detect irregularities on the face of HKID
Card copies
– Retain record and indicate if the copies have been collected without being checked
against the HKID Cards concerned
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Tips to facilitate compliance with PDPO
• DPP 2 (accuracy and duration of retention of personal data)
– All practicable steps must be taken to ensure that personal data is not kept longer
than is necessary for the fulfillment of the purpose for which the data is to be used.
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Tips to facilitate compliance with PDPO
• DPP 3 (use of personal data)
• Use of HKID Card number / copy
– Use only for the purposes allowed under the Code of Practice (see above)
– A purpose to which the individual has voluntarily given express consent
– A purpose permitted by an applicable exemption in the PDPO
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Tips to facilitate compliance with PDPO
Security safeguard measures
• DPP 4 (security of personal data)
• HKID Card number
– Unless required or permitted by law, a data user should not:
– publicly display together with an individual's name and
HKID Card number
– make an individual’s name and HKID Card number visible
together to anyone who does not need to carry out
activities related to the permitted uses of the HKID Card
number
– issue a card to an individual that has the individual’s HKID
Card number printed on it in a legible form
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Tips to facilitate compliance with PDPO
Security safeguard measures
– HKID Card copy
– Mark "copy" across the entire image of the HKID
Card in the presence of the holder
– Treat as confidential
– Take all reasonably practicable steps before
transmitting a copy or image of a HKID Card to
ensure that it is received only by the intended
recipient
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